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Mr Robert Lewis (Chairman)
The Nineveh Charitable Trust
Park Farm
Frittenden Road
Biddenden
Ashford
Kent
TN27 BLG

2nd August 2016

Dear Robert,

Last August, you and your fellow Trustees awarded us a grant of f6,745 towards our Outdoor Education Assistant
post. Most generously, following the post holder's departure, in January you agreed these funds could be utilised
to contribute to our staff salaries generally.

ln appreciation of your vital support, I am delighted to enclose a general update on Whirlow throughout the year,
together with details of our animal management, personalisation budget and Sheffield college work (which has
been taken over by other staff following Chloe's departure). I have also included sorne snippets of feedback and
short case studies which I hope will illustrate what a huge difference our provision makes to children and young
people's lives, and the importance of your funding assistance in making this happen.

Please do get in touch if you would like any additional information at all or indeed to arrange a visit to our farm, as
you would be most welcome.

We look forward to hearing from you in due course.

Yours Faithfully,

Lynn Smith
Trust Fundraiser (Mon-Wed)
On behalf of WHFT
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Nineveh Charitable Trust - General Update on Whirlow Hall Farm Trust.

Since our application to you, we are delighted to say that our farm has continued to be a popular learning
destination for children and young people. Firstly, by way of facts and figures:

- From April 2015 to March 2016 we welcomed 10,135 children in total; with 1 ,561 of these staying residentially for
several nights or more.
- From April 2016 to the end of July 5,080 children visited. Bookings for the coming AutumnMinter term are also
looking strong.
- 42% of the Sheffield schools in 201512016 had between 25o/o 

"- 85% of pupils in receipt of free school meals; this
year to dale 44o/o have fitted into this category.
- Alongside the many children with SEN's who are present in mainstream groups, thirteen special schools (such as
Talbot Special School, Norton Lees) continue to regularly bring children who are affected by conditions such as
cerebral palsy, visual and hearing impairment, ADHD, Autism and other complex learning, behavioural and mental
health difficulties to take part in our'core' and post 14 programmes.
- For the September 15 to July 16 academic year, 61 young people took part in our directly taught post'14
programmes (encompassing informal work/well-being/life skills focused activities, AQA Entry Level, Level 1 and
Level 2 courses in Land Based Studies and Animal Care).
- ln relation to the above, our retention, qualification/learning goals and onward progression rates respectively
were as follows: 93% were retained on our direct programmes; 100% of these achieved their intended learning
goals/qualifications; 30% of these then went onto further external education, training or employment; and 63%
continued at the farm. This demonstrates high levels of engagement and impact.
- 375 students from Sheffield College and other similar providers (predominantly studying HND, Level 1 or Level 3
in animal management) joined us for extended work experience and practical 'hands on' teaching sessions led by
our education and farm staff

ln terms of the activities and developments these link to:

Our core primary, secondary school and community group visitors have continued to enjoy getting 'hands on'
around our farm, taking part in themed tours (e.9. 'Where Food Comes From'), jobs (e.9. egg collecting), a diverse
range of curriculum enhancing classes (e.9. 'Roots and Shoots'), and residentials: all of which bring learning to life
about the countryside, farming, animal welfare and food 'from field to fork'. By way of examples: Bradfield
Dungworth brought 34 children for 'Whirlow at Wa/ and a \ A/V11 themed farm tour; Holt House (60) for'Habitats';
St Anne's (30) for 'Early Farming'; Brunswick (60) for 'Minibeasts'; Mylnhurst (21) for 'Woodland Adventure':
Kingswood Nursery (15) for'The Gruffalo'; Hatfield Woodhouse (28) for'Creative Farm Art'; Mansel (24) tor
'Earthwalk'; Longley Park (27) for 'Ecology and Energy'; Shaw Wood (30 from Doncaster) for 'Sowers and
Growers'; Orchard lnfants (60 from Doncaster) for'Little Red Hen'; Swallownest Primary (30 from Rotherham) for
'Victorian Christmas'; Holy Cross (30 from Nottinghamshire) for a bespoke farm tour and smoothie making; Barrow
Hill (22 from Derbyshire) for a healthy eating session linked to soup making; and Mary Swanwick (53 from
Derbyshire) for'Maths on the Farm'. As illustrated by the above, groups continue to travel from far and wide to
engage in our activities; alongside the more common locations of Sheffield, South Yorkshire, Derbyshire and
Nottinghamshire, just last month we had a new group in from Cheshire. As I hope the enclosed feedback and case
studies demonstrate, many of these urban dwelling children have never experienced a working farm or the
countryside prior to coming to Whirlow; we fill a vital knowledge and experience gap which has a positive knock on
effect to their wider curriculum learning, personal and social development, self-confidence, life skills, health and
well-being.

Our post 14 programme is still going steady, though there has been a disappointing drop in numbers this year (due
mainly to changes in local schools management and structure). Nevertheless, a diverse cross section of young
people have benefitted through the year. Some already had a clear interest in developing skills and knowledge in
animals and land management, with a view to pursuing careers and joined us for Level 1 or Level 2, in conjunction
with taking GCSE's back in school. Others, due to their special educational needs or difficult life circumstances,
were struggling to engage in a conventional classroom setting and assessment structure but'came alive' by being
able to learn practical skills in a flexible, outdoor based setting through our Level 1, AQA Entry and informal
courses.

Starting with an overview of the informal and working up:
- We have welcomed students with mixed needs (linked to Autism and Down's) and from deprived ex mining
communities from The Willows Special School (Rotherham) for seasonal animal and farm based activities. This
has broadened their experience of the world and boosted their communication skills, ability to engage and self-
esteem.
- Endeavour (an outdoor bound, children's charity who focus on disaffected young people and are providing
alternative educational support to young people who don't have school places within Sheffield) continue to send



their Roma/Slovak young people to us for a day's enrichment activities. We then harness the farm environment to
develop their English and Maths skills, build social connections, cultural awareness and life skills.
- Our partnership with YewTree House a support house located next to the farm which acts a hub for access to
different services, has also continued to flourish. The children and young people that access YewTree range from
7-24 years old and have challenging and complex needs linked to disabilities/diagnosis such as foetal alcohol
syndrome, attachment disorder, tinnitus, Asperger's, autism and Downs. They are commonly in mainstream
schools, special schools or colleges but are really struggling to cope in this setting and so to help keep them in
education receive a range of interventions from educational and social care staff. YewTree offers speech and
language therapy, music therapy, and outdoor educational experiences (which is where we fit in). Our Learning
Mentor brings these children to the farm to engage in a range of simple animal care, horticultural and site
maintenance tasks as well as doing focused activities such ad cooking, budgeting and washing within the house.
Through this work we have reached out to help some of the local young people who are most at risk of 'dropping
out' educationally due to their additional needs not being met.
- Our similar in house 'WHIRLOW LIFE' personalisation budget scheme (see separate report) has been highly
successful.
- Our long established partnership with Freeman College (a specialist school for learning disabilities) has
flourished, with two groups of high level needs individuals (predominantly with autism) joining us throughout the
year to study for Level 1 in Land Based Studies.
- We also have a large group who are taking part in AQA Entry mixed units who are from Bents Green Special
School and Heritage Park in the main. Heritage Park educates young people who have behavioural, emotional and
social disorders; as such the young people that are with us at present have learning and support needs that are
linked to ADHD, autism and attachment disorder. They have been studying units in animal care (linked to sheep,
pigs, cows and poultry), horticultural (related to caring for and growing flowers, plants and crops) and general farm
working (e.9. hay loading, health and safety). t

- Finally, we have a mixed group (year one and year two together) studying for a Level 2 in Animal Care. With the
exception of one student who submitted early we are awaiting the results from this group. All 7 of last year's group
passed with flying colours, achieving distinctions and merits equivalent to A's and B's at GCSE.

To give you a snapshot of our broader developments, we have: expanded our range of literacy linked workshops
to include popular children's stories'Farmer Duck' and 'The Stick Man'; developed a new science based workshop
'Habitats' (where children explore the different environments animals live in around the farm); and launched 'Early
Farming' (where children role play in our mock iron age roundhouse, practice ancient skills such as weaving, and
learn about ancient artefacts). ln partnership with local schools and the council, we are now running a 'primary
alternative provision scheme' which works intensively with school children who are either at risk of or have been
excluded due to challenging behaviour. These children are commonly experiencing multiple hardships and
difficulties such as past abuse, being 'looked after' (in care), family breakdown, bereavement, mental health
issues, ADHD and autism. They come weekly to take part in specially tailored versions of our core sessions which
directly link back to their teacher's lesson planning, so that their Whirlow day creates experiences which generate
follow up work to keep them interested and stimulated. Being able to explore and engage with animals and the
countryside has an immensely 'calming' therapeutic benefit on these troubled youngsters; of our trial intake, all but
one showed significant improvement on the BO)GLL profiling score in terms of their learning, levels of
engagement and behaviour. Sheffield has one of the highest exclusion rates in the country and as such we are
very proud to be leading on this early intervention/return programme as it is much needed.

We have continued to open our farm up to children, adults and families from the wider community through our
open days, weekend farm tours and fundraising events, so they too can experience and learn about farming and
the countryside. By way of additional developments, we became a recognised 'club' for SNIPS (Special Needs
lnclusion Play Scheme), running themed activity sessions (e.9. goat care, den building in the woods) to support
children with emotional and learning needs and give their parents/carers vital respite; developed a new toddlers
and carers group; ran different animal and horticulture linked play schemes in the holidays for all; and have
launched an interactive mobile app, so families can take self-guided walks around the farm, learning about the
animals, the land and its history as they go. Through an exciting partnership with local history group 'The Time
Travellers', archaeological investigations are underuray to further explore the lron Age and Roman occupation of
our site. School children and the general public have been evolved in the excavations, and there will also be a
programme of follow on heritage activities linked to this history and dig finds. Finally, through the support of small
local trusts, work has also been undertaken to improve the facilities our site offers to our children, young people
and wider visitors: we have resurfaced our pony riding m6nage, built a 'goat mountain' and a new sensory wildlife
garden, and installed some play equipment to keep our young visitors entertained.

So, all in all it has been a very busy and exciting year!



Workers Report.

A n i mal Ma n ageme nUM ai nten ance.
Having previously worked alongside the OEA, our Animal Care Education Apprentice, Sobia, has really risen to the
challenge of her new responsibilities, ably maintaining and overseeing some of our key animal areas. Sobia has a
Level 3 in Animal Management and prior to joining us had volunteered at Heeley City Farm and an animal rescue
centre in Dinnington. This meant she brought lots of relevant experience in relation to caring for and handling small
animals, ponies and livestock, which she has put to very good use at Whirlow.

Sobia is in charge of our hen house and animal handling barn which are both critical teaching and resource areas.
This involves feeding, clearing out, health checking, and bedding down our ducks, geese, quails, rabbits, guinea
pigs, ponies and goats, as well as generally sweeping and maintaining the buildings. She carefully monitors and
works closely with each of these animals. So for example, each morning she puts the head collars on our ponies,
brings them in from the field, gives them their morning feed, picks out their feet, grooms them to remove the mud
that could irritate them by rubbing on their tack, ensures they have enough water and hay during the day, puts on
the tack for their sessions with the kids, and then returns them to the fields or barn for the night.

During the year, Sobia has regularly been supporting our riding instructor to run the popular pony riding sessions
that all our residential groups, younger day visitors, and kids with special needs take part in. She chats to the
children while they are waiting, teaching them about ponies using the pictures and information we have displayed
in our riding hut, allaying any nerves they may have about taking part, and then leads them around the m6nage. ln
addition, she periodically supports our 'WHIRLOW LIFE' special needs young people with their animal based
activities; has assisted in the delivery and set up of our incubators to schools as part of our outreach schem, and
given guidance on how to successfully hatch the eggs and care for the resulting chicks and ducklings; single
handily bottle fed and cared for our cade lambs (all of which, bar one, are now flourishing); supported our staff to
run farm tours and deliver curriculum sessions; and engaged with our families who pop into the animal handling
barn after they have visited our caf6, introducing them to the animals and helping them to feed, pet and groom
them.

Sobia has fed back to us that she feels all the varied opportunities she has been given have really helped her to
grow as a person, teacher and animal care specialist. ln particular she feels much more confident in dealing with
challenging situations on her own, without getting stressed (such as escaping goats!) and particularly relishes
seeing children and young people getting enthralled by the animals.

Sheffield College
Our long established partnership with Sheffield College has continued to flourish. Through this we welcome all
their Level 1 to Level 4 animal management and veterinary nurse/assistant students for practical, work based
teaching and skill development sessions which they need to pass their courses! Over the year, each of these
groups has come to do 35 core sessions. Additionally, for the first time we have run 3 additional days for non-
animal care students with special needs to give them an enriching experience of animals and the countryside.

Taking over from our OEA, our part time Level 2 Animal Care Tutor, Ruth, has been instrumental in the co-
ordination and delivery of these sessions. The college has set syllabus linked knowledge and skills their students
need to cover with us: we work flexibly with students, working with the seasons and the needs of our farm, to
ensure they achieve what they need to. Ruth liaises with the college to set up the sessions and associated longer
term work experience placements. She then organises our farm team so they can plan areas of work for the
students in line with the farm jobs that need doing. Ruth and the farm team instruct, supervise, support and
observe students in their activities, and often split the groups between them. So for example, in one recent session
Ruth led half the students in health checking the chickens, whilst the other students were mucking out and learning
about the cow's accommodation and they then swapped over after lunch! The animal management students have
become fully acquainted with all our animals, from the smallest guinea pig through to Colin our bull! Our sessions
with the trainee vet nurses/ assistants have focused on enabling them to get'hands on' large animal experience,
to learn about their health and the medical application of procedures. So by way of examples, they have observed
vets artificially inseminating cows and administering copper boluses. One of our ponies had laminitis, and our vet
and farrier created a customised shoe to address this, which the students got to discuss and see fitted.

Many of the Sheffield College students progress through different levels of the course, and have also been
engaged directly in our own courses; so we have had the pleasure of welcoming back some old faces during this
year. As well as the course linked sessions, students have also come to do work experience and volunteer with us
on a long term basis. Sheffield College are really happy with the experience we give their students. As testimony to
this in September we will be launching a new Level 2 in agriculture in partnership with them, whereby students will
study three units in college, alongside units in farm animal production and animal, plant, dairy and beef cattle
husbandry with us.



Because Sheffield College and our staff are committed to helping students overcome any challenges they may be
facing in studying, and due to the coursework and skill assessed assessment structure, the majority of students
achieve their qualifications. Many have gone on to become conservationists, animal behaviourists, animal care
workers, dog groomers, and to work in equine centres. Too give two examples of last year's college student's
progression: one went onto work for local milk/ice cream producer'Our Cow Molly' and the other is an animal care
worker at Askham College (York).

Persona li sation Budgets
Following on from our OEA's leadership, our'WHIRLOW LIFE' programme (which engages with young adults who
have high level special needs) has been facilitated this year by our Education Officer, Will and Tutor, Amy. They
have been working intensively with five young people over two days a week; two of these are new, the others have
been with us for several years. All have complex needs linked to autism, developmental delay, learning and mental
health difficulties; some are 'at risk' due to family circumstances and have social services support; the majority
have full time support workers who accompany them to Whitlow.

During the year, Will and Amy have supported these young people to get fully involved in farm life. So by way of
examples, they have fed and bedded down our animals, health checked them, planted and sowed a range of
flowers and crops, maintained our site through sweeping, clearing, and painting, and made smoothies and pizzas.
They have also got involved in some more unusualthings; they were very excited to have discovered some pottery
and coins during an archaeological session, and have recently become enthralled with pond dipping, and watching
the lifecycle journey from spawn to frogs!

Commonly, we find that each of these young people often show a natural aptitude/connection to a particular area
of work or animal. One of our young women, S, became really interested in our hen's and their house. She moved
from gradually being able to follow very direct, compartmentalised instructions, without deviation (with some
mistakes made on the way) to being able to identify for herself what to do; she now gets a lot of satisfaction from
practically running the hen house for one day a week! J, a young man whose autism is so severe that he hums
constantly, sticks his fingers in his ears and only communicates to a minimum verbally, has become enthralled by
our new quails. Will and Amy have encouraged him to spend time caring for them and as a result he is now
speaking more and his motor skills and empathy have been greatly improved.

Through engaging with our farm, their peers and our staff, we give these young people a valuable learning
experience which is very much focused on them as a person, and designed to support their holistic development.
Our skilled staff gently push them (even when there is some resistance) to develop new skills, and take
satisfaction from achieving new things. Many of these young people are very isolated and only have the support of
a few family members or their professional workers. Being part of Whirlow helps them to develop friendships,
giving them a sense of identity and belonging. We, these young people themselves, their parents and workers
have all seen an improvement in their social and interpersonal skills, self-confidence, and well-being. Most
spectacularly, one of our young women, T, who suffers from anxiety disorder, having been part of this group for
some time, is now simultaneously studying for a Level 2 in Animal Care with us.



Feedback

'Our children do not get out in the countryside often and fhis ts a great expeience for them. Whirlow is great for
disadvantaged inner city children like ours as many don't get given the opportunity to visit the great things like this

that Sheffield has to offer. The kids had an amazing time doing things they wouldn't necessaily get to do. They
have all really enjoyed their visit to the farm and have learnt lots about life in the countryside. We hope to visit

again.'

'This was our children 's f,rsf residential visit.. . Whitow is a very different environment to their school and homes in
Rotherham...whilst here they walked the woods, did a scavenger hunt and explored the different paths around the
farm to take in the differenf uses of the land and the views. Experiencing a different way of life has brought out the
best in them - they have all taken more responsibility for themselves and become independent. They all had such

a good time they didn't want to go home!'

'One of our pupils has developmental delay which especially affects his speech and level of understanding, which
means he is working at three years'below' age related expectations. The pony riding really helped his listening
sk//s, hrs ability to think of others and his trust. Generally staying and interacting in Whirlow's environment has

helped him to develop his speaking sk/s. lnto the future his level of independence, se/f-esteem and level of
speech will all have been improved by the expeience'.

'The farm tour and healthy eating session linked in with our current 'having your 5 a day' topic. As well as
enhancing their emotional and social skills and enjoying the experience, the learning our children have done will
be absorbed into literacy and science work going forward in the classroom. ln particular the visit has been very

positive for one of our children, 'R'. He is bright but in the classroom he is often less motivated and inactive.
Around the farm he has 'been on fire'- much more interested and keen to get involved and offer answers around

maths and vocabulary.'

'lt tied our 'growing' topic work together, gave them opportunities for leaming about animals and vegetables,
children gained in confidence and new friendships were made'.

'The farm tour was informative, children were really engaged. They are now really excited about beginning our new
titeracv topic 'rhe 
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'The whole visit was excellent. The children learned about both meat and vegetables and fhe processes involved.
They enjoyed going into the fields and digging up vegetables, getting stuck in fo fasks they wouldn't normally do.

They gained expeiences which they wouldn't be able to get at school or home'.

'Children particularly enjoyed learning about the pig farming process. The whole experience was excellent. The trip
helped children to formulate guesflons and they learned about writing captions and labels as part of their follow up

work back at school.'

'This year as part of our World War 2 topic we visited Whirlow Farm to take part in the Living History. The children
were evacuees for the day with Mrs Clarke the farmef s wife helping them to chop vegetables to make soup, sew
buttons on clothes and knead the dough to make bread. They collected eggs, dug up potatoes, sounded the air

raid siren and even extinguished a bomb in the farm yard. The topic really came to life and we believe that such a
day at Whirlow is invaluable. We have had positive feedback from both pupils and parents and we hope to visit
again in the future. lt is experiences like this that help to make time at school both educational and enjoyable.'

'Ourtrip informed our planning for learning in schoolthe following week. Some of our pupils had never
experienced live animals before, certainly not touched them. They loved milking the cow. New friendships were

made between individuals who don't normally mix in school. There were lots of smiles and the children left buzzing
- which says it all'

'Our children would not experience things like a working farm without places like Whifiow. The experience of being
away with peers and being more independent is hugely important for our kids. Eating at a table, having a bedtime
story, taking responsibility for their clothes/pots, no TV or X box, playing and talking together - it has all been of so

much benefit to them.'6

'l have ADHD and anxiety and I normally get very angry easily but when I am around farm animals all the anger
travels away and when I am depressed they make me smile and be happy.'

'Whiflow has been really great for me. I have leamt so many new skills and had lots of fun working with the
animals and people. Whirlow has confirmed my desire to take further sfudies in agriculture and to work in this

industry. Thank you for a great year.'



Beck School- Residential Gase Studv.

'Our school has been bringing different groups of children to WHF for about 15 years. We are situated in a
deprived area and for some of our children this is the only holiday they will have.

Our children get really valuable life experiences on the farm. We love watching the children having fun and
relaxing together. lt also gives them the opportunity to be creative.

We get to see a different side to our children whilst they are here. Often those who present with behaviour
problems at school are the best behaved on the farm. At the beginning of the stay on Monday the children were
shouting across the table at each other while eating dinner. They were constantly butting in when someone was
speaking and meal times were very noisy. However by Tuesday evening the children could sit and have a proper
conversation and listen to each other without interrupting. They were always kind to each other and would help
someone who was having difficulty with something. The visit also helped children become more independent as

they made their own lunches and helped out with chores.

Our children have said that they liked seeing each other for longer and bonding with their teachers. (This year our
class has had an early transition and so they have come with their new Y6 teacher so that they can get to know
him and won't feel as nervous going into Y6. Also he now knows them much better and that will make it easier
going into Y6.) They also felt like they had done lots of work! Their topic at school is 'That's life' and they are

learning about what life is like on a farm and where food comes from. Before coming to Whirlow, some had thought
that potatoes grew on trees, also they didn't know which animals we got different meat from.

The activities children enjoyed the most were the pony riding and farm jobs. Their favourite animals were the
chickens, closely followed by ponies. The children found it particularly exciting to collect eggs and then eat theml
They had lots of fun, enjoyed trying new things and felt they learned a lot about animals. One child wrote 'when a

chicken lays an egg it takes 10 seconds to harden because it actually comes out soft'. They will be following up
their visit by writing a diary entry when they get back to school.

They have since said that it was nice to have a break from school work and have no books to write in. They
preferred doing practical things and being outdoors and getting fresh air. They want to do more learning outside

when they get back to school and are going to bring it up at school council.

Each child drew a mind map whilst here to identify how they had developed their personal skills. The wide range of
activities they engaged in (e.9. pony riding, pond dipping, feeding the animals, making breakfast and lunch) and

the situations that arose (e.9. being able to play together, have more conversations, resolve arguments, overcome
their fear of riding) all helped to develop their creativity, teamwork, independence, perseverance, emotional

resilience and problem solving skills.

This trip has made a massive difference. Our children have experienced something that is so far from their usual
life that they'll remember it forever. Thank you for your support as without the sponsorship they would never have

got to experience all that Whirlow has to offer.'


